Novelties 2020

Novelties 2020
Meister S Chronoscope
A revolutionary reinterpretation of a legendary line of watches: Retaining the overall composition
characteristics which are symbolic of the Meister range, the Meister S Chronoscope now boasts
a more distinctive sporty and emphatically masculine appearance which raises the bar in design,
features and everyday usability. Resilient sapphire crystal and a water resistance up to 20 bar will
stand up to the most exacting challenges.
Approx. available from May 2020.
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Meister S Chronoscope
027/4025.00
*027/4025.01
Limited to 888 watches
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Meister S Chronoscope
027/4024.44
*027/4024.45
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Meister Terrassenbau
The Junghans terrace building is one of the most spectacular
industrial structures of the early 20th century. Incorporating defining design features of this industrial landmark, the
momentous architecture is fittingly commemorated in the
Meister Terrassenbau models: The meandering design of the
dial’s minute track pays homage to the wall decorations, and
the dark green of the alligator leather strap to the wall tiles in
the stairways. The case back allows a view of the movement
through a glass window in a depiction of the terrace building.
Both editions are limited to 1500 watches world-wide.
Approx. available from May 2020.

Meister Automatic
The 1950s were highly inspirational for
the Meister Automatic – the heyday
for mechanics during which the wristwatch was made available to everyone.
Then, as now, the models from the
Meister range count amongst the finest
watches ever produced by Junghans.
Approx. available from June 2020.

Meister Chronoscope Gold
027/9000.02
*027/9000.03
Limited to 100 watches
Approx. available from
September 2020

Meister S Chronoscope
027/4023.44
*027/4023.45
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Meister Automatic
027/4050.00

Meister Classic Terrassenbau
027/4019.02
Limited to 1500 watches
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Meister Automatic
027/4051.00

*With English weekday display.
Subject to prior sale and delivery prospects, model and collection changes, technical changes and errors.

Meister Handaufzug Terrassenbau
027/3000.02
Limited to 1500 watches
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Meister Automatic
027/7052.00

Novelties 2020
max bill MEGA Solar
The unification of practical value and beauty was an elementary factor for Max Bill.
His personal credo “beauty from function, and as function” applied in equal measure
for buildings as for product design. These guiding principles are strikingly exemplified in the max bill MEGA Solar. A minimalistic design is forever contemporary, and
its power is drawn naturally from the sun. A watch can indeed be this sustainable,
and also this functionally accurate.
Approx. available from May 2020.

Solar

max bill MEGA Solar
059/2020.04

Solar

max bill MEGA Solar
059/2023.04

Solar

max bill MEGA Solar
059/2021.04

Solar

max bill MEGA Solar
059/2022.48

max bill Automatic Bauhaus
More than 100 years have now passed since the
foundation of the state-owned Bauhaus. The school
of thought philosophy conceived by Bauhaus scholar
Max Bill lives on today in our max bill models. Their
minimalistic design ensures that they are just as
relevant today as they were at the time of their conception. It is possible to view the movement of the
watch through the windows of the Bauhaus depicted
on the case back.
Approx. available from May 2020.
max bill Automatic Bauhaus
027/4009.02

max bill Edition Set 2020
Our Edition Sets are a commemoration to Max
Bill and his “graphic series”. Limited to 222 units,
these sets create a unique connection between
two of the artist’s creative slides: They combine
his painting works with the simplistic design
of products. The Edition Set 2020 comprises
a max bill Chronoscope and a max bill Kleine
Automatic, which depicts the „variation 5“ from
the „quinze variations sur un même thème“
series on the case back. An additional work of
art which shows “that precisely this type of art
brings forth boundless possibilities”.
Approx. available from June 2020.

max bill Edition Set 2020
027/4018.02
*027/4018.03
Limited to 222 sets

*With English weekday display.
Subject to prior sale and delivery prospects, model and collection changes, technical changes and errors.

Novelties 2020
max bill Kleine Automatic
A must-have for watch aficionados: For the first time,
the max bill is available in the original size of the first
watches from 1961 (34 mm), including a self-winding
movement. Max Bill’s classic, uncompromising and
minimalistic design remains unchanged, in strict
accordance with the Bauhaus principle “Form follows
function”.
max bill Kleine Automatic and the other max bill
novelties in nature colours approx. available from
April 2020.
max bill Kleine Automatic
027/4005.04

max bill Automatic
027/4000.04

max bill Automatic
027/4001.04

max bill Damen
047/4051.04

max bill Kleine Automatic
027/7006.04

max bill Damen
047/4050.04

No compromises. In time or in style.
Even as colours are going in and out of fashion: Black and white is always popular.
Perhaps, because our world is becoming more colourful from one second to the next,
the two most splendid ‘non-colours’ come into their own so effortlessly amidst the
countless, ever-changing colour trends. The combination of black and white is not
just striking in appearance, however. It also communicates purism, elegance and
coolness like no other colour combination. This is a classic choice for watch design.
In short: In addition to ruling out any compromise with black and white, this combination will always prove to be the correct option. Forever en vogue.
Approx. available from February 2020.

max bill Chronoscope
027/4008.04
*027/4008.05

max bill Automatic
027/4007.04

max bill Kleine Automatic
027/4006.04

max bill Quarz
041/4064.04

*With English weekday display.
Subject to prior sale and delivery prospects, model and collection changes, technical changes and errors.

max bill Kleine Automatic
027/4004.04

max bill Damen
047/7055.04

Novelties 2020
FORM A Titan
With a slightly larger diameter of 40 mm, the
FORM A Titan is immediately the most striking model in the collection. With its sporty
character and water resistance up to 10 bar,
this watch is a hardy companion even in the
toughest of activities. Casing and buckle made
from skin-friendly titanium.
Available from July 2020.
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FORM A Titan
027/2001.00

Force Mega Solar
Maximum precision in classy ceramics:
As well as combining radio technology with
solar technology, the Force Mega Solar also
incorporates the design with wear comfort
and scratch resistance. With radio-controlled
watches still offering the most precise time
display today, this timepiece is 100% reliable as
a companion in any given situation. Adjustment
is possible using the Junghans MEGA App.
Approx. available from May 2020.
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FORM A Titan
027/2002.00

Force Mega Solar
018/1000.00

Force Mega Solar
018/1001.00

1972 Chronoscope Edition 2o2o
041/4067.00
Limited to 150 watches

Solar

FORM Damen
047/4860.00

Approx. available from February 2020.

FORM A Titan
027/2000.00

Solar

1972 Chronoscope Edition 2020
Throughout the 1970s, Junghans were official timekeepers at a
number of sporting competitions, including the 1972 Summer
Olympics in Munich. That sporting spirit lives on in this line, and in
particular in the 1972 Chronoscope Edition 2020, limited to a mere
150 watches. The stunning design of the functional chronograph
references the year 1972, and the colour scheme is representative
of the flag of this years hosts, Japan.
Approx. available from May 2020.

FORM Damen
047/4055.00
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Spektrum Damen
015/1503.44

Approx. available from February 2020.

Subject to prior sale and delivery prospects, model and collection changes, technical changes and errors.

Force Mega Solar
018/1002.00

